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Chairman Keiser:  Opens the hearing on HB 1157. 
 
Rep Ben Koppelman~Representing District 16, West Fargo:  Attachment 1. 
 
5:20 
 
Rep Adams:  When you go to low voltage, when my IT guy comes in rewires my speakers, 
does he need a license? 
 
Rep Koppelman:  That’s general right, my systems gain their power from something that is 
plugged in. When you are wiring for a receptacle, an electrician is required because it hooks 
to the line voltage service. 
 
Rep C Johnson:  I’m not an electrician & if I had an outlet or light switch that went bad, am 
I legally able to do that? 
 
Rep Koppelman:  For one receptacle doing maintenance, they probably won’t be hounding 
you to have an electrician do it.  The statue talks about anything that has do $500 of 
receptacle changes would require a permit.  Generally, nobody will force you.  
 
Rep Richter:  Section 1, how does that affect an apprenticeship program or someone hired 
to work with a licensed electrician?   To me it reads that you can’t have a 1st year or someone 
who is starting out in pursuing an electrical program cannot assist in wiring a building.  Am I 
incorrect in that? 
 
Rep B Koppelman:  There are various levels of worker within the electrical trade & you can 
find it in chapter 24, in the administrative rules. 
 
Rep Bosch:  Does this apply to both residential & commercial fire detection systems? 
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Rep B Koppelman: Yes. 
 
Rep Bosch:  How would you handle the installation & the wiring of bringing up the fire alarm 
panel?  Who would do that? 
 
Rep B Koppelman:  I work in the commercial trade & I do wiring either line or low voltage, 
that is involved in a fire alarm panel.  They would hire a fire alarm monitoring company, but 
it’s under the supervision of an electrician. 
 
Rep Bosch:  My understanding that in a commercial facility & it’s not installed by the 
electrician.  Am I wrong? 
 
Rep B Koppelman:  When they manufacture with the panels, I can’t speak to what you’re 
talking about. 
 
Rep Bosch:  When the panel is installed by the representative of the panel, who certifies 
that? 
 
Rep B Koppelman:  The electrician in conjunction with other trade inspectors, that they work 
together. 
 
Rep Bosch:  Was there a fire inspection. 
 
Rep B Koppelman:  Yes, there is a fire inspection. 
 
Rep Ruby:  Adding the fire detection system, adding it to all other types of wiring required.  
Is this changing anything to do with a self-wiring permit for a residential property?  Is any of 
this going to change the ability of the self-wiring permits? 
 
Rep B Koppelman:  We do, in 24.106 0140, there is a section titles smoke, heat, carbon 
monoxide & fire alarm systems.  Self-wire yes, I believe you can. 
 
Chairman Keiser:  Line 9, do you have a license, could you have an apprentice do these 
things? Apprentice can only observe? 

 
Rep B Koppelman:  I believe that’s incorrect.   
 
Chairman Keiser:  This says you have to have a license. 
 
Rep B Koppelman:  The old language say that shall apply for a license.  The original intent 
is the same.  We’re making it clear. 
 
Rep Richter:  An apprenticeship is a license? 
 
Rep B Koppelman:  No, you register as an apprentice that assists the master electrician. 
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Bill Kalamek~On behalf of the Dakota’s Chapter of the National Electrical Contractors 
Association:  The association supports the bill before you. 
 
19:40 
 
Chairman Keiser:  Anyone else here to testify in support, opposition of HB 1157. 
 
Doug Grinde~Director of Inspections, ND Electrical Board:  Attachment 2. 
 
22:15 
 
Rep Laning:  Are you saying that’s outside of the regulation for sound system technician to 
install a system? 
 
Doug Grinde:  The executive director will be going through a lot of that.  I would like to defer 
that question. 
 
Rep Ruby:  When you were an inspector, did you inspect some of the low voltage wiring, 
like doorbells?   
 
Doug Grinde:  We wouldn’t look at that.  To generalize low voltage. 
 
Rep Bosch:  Is there anywhere in code the definition of life safety? 
 
Doug Grinde:  I don’t know. 
 
Rep Schauer:  Do you have a definition for low voltage system? 
 
Doug Grinde:  I don’t know where you would put the definition. I don’t know whether it’s 
good to define low voltage.  It’s also where you are with the right conditions, it can kill you. 
 
Scott Porsborg~Special Assistant Attorney General for the ND State Electrical Board:  
From the oil company, they had experts in the field but they had to hire electricians.  That bill 
received a do not pass.  This issue has been discussed.  What they decided to do is they 
introduced a bill which is being heard in the senate & they killed that bill.  
 
ND Electrical Board saw that issue & they formed a committee.  That committee has been 
meeting for about the last 3 years.  The product of the committee & board’s decision on what 
to do with low voltage is in a bill that is being introduced in the senate.  That bill has been 
vetted by the stake holders.  The problem I have is the “as such as”.  We’re coming in with a 
fix to the problem but this bill doesn’t do it. 
 
Rep Kasper:  What I’ve heard today is the issue of “low voltage”, there has to be a definition 
of “low voltage” out there somewhere.  What is definition? 
 
Scott Porsbog:  I don’t have one.  This is not a simple issue. 
 
James Schmidt~Executive Director of the ND State Electrical Board:  Attachment 3. 
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40:50 
 
Rep Bosch:  When you were sending out the survey, did you get any responses back with 
some extra licensing? 
 
James Schmidt:  The trained individuals want that. 
 
Chairman Keiser:  Anyone else here to testify in opposition, neutral position on HB 1157.  
Closes the hearing. 
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relating to regulation of electrical systems. 
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Chairman Klein: Opened the hearing on HB 1157. All members were present.  
 
Representative B. Koppleman, District 16: testified in support of the bill. There was a 
movement to transition the power limited technicians to the purview of the electricians, and I 
was not in favor of that. there are a few things that we need to look at. There are some 
situations, like dangerous areas, where the power limited technicians should be required to 
work with an electrician. Another niche area is the overlap, those trades that traditionally did 
low voltage stuff and now blurs the line into electrical work. In speaking with electricians, 
most of them do not want to do the work that these niche people are doing. The low voltage 
people don’t want to be regulated by this niche work either. Creating another class of 
electrician’s license. See attachment #1 for amendments brought to the committee.  
 
Chairman Klein: Just so I understand the original intent, it was to take you out of the board 
to applying for licenses if you do, but the requirement wouldn’t include planning laying out, 
and making alternations, and then the last line, if the system is not for electric light heat or 
power, aren’t there things outside of light heat and power and some intertwined?  
 
Representative Koppleman: The short answer is why we use this language, we had a very 
confusing law we started off with. The way it had been defined wasn’t clear. The way the law 
read before, somebody could take a different interpretation.  
 
Chairman Klein: Line 16 when you say, the system is not for light heat or power which 
precludes the line 12, which suggests you need a license? 
 
Senator Burckhard: You refer to the niche group, is that a specific thing? 
 
Representative Koppleman: The niche is the group that straddles both the black and the 
white sides. The spark that started the power limited movement was getting the oil field the 
labor they needed. What’s the long-term goal? To create some sort of automation. They still 
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need the knowledge to be safe, but they are trained differently than your traditional 
electrician. Right now, we have electrician babysitters, we’re trying to get away from that. 
Went over the amendments in attachment #1.  
 
Chairman Klein: So a brand new approach to looking at the folks that deal with what you’re 
talking about? 
 
Representative Koppleman: This is trying to find the happy medium between needing an 
electrician babysitter and trained to handle this kind of thing.  
 
(22:24)Senator Roers: I don’t see any kind of requirements for this new position as it relates 
to certifications: hours of time, like journeyman need 8,000 hours. What’s your expectation 
for that? 
 
Representative Koppleman: We’re a union model, you’re indentured until you’re ready to 
take a test and some guys should never take a test. The way I see it, as long as a certificate 
is a reasonable approach, it would still be reasonable now. On page 4 line 7, my vision was 
that the board could create another path. Maybe through so many hours or taking a certain 
test, other than getting a certificate.  
 
Senator Roers: For clarification we did reduce from 900 hours to 576 hours, it seems to me 
you’re going to want to define what it means to be experienced or trained.  
 
Representative Kopplman: I was trying to allow more leeway for the board to do that. 
another approach could be, for the class B electrician, they take a different approach. A class 
B electrician is geared toward a niche, farm wiring, small town wiring, they just say 18 months’ 
experience in their niche industry. The past bill was supposed to have some grandfathering 
provisions initially and then was gonna institute the hours down the road for people who 
didn’t. And that could be one way of instituting it.  
 
Vice Chairman Vedaa: While you’re doing this clean up, I believe that should say alterations 
not alternations.  
 
Representative Koppleman: That does appear to be a typo yes.  
 
Senator Kreun: You’ve got one issue here, exceeding 60 volts. Volts aren’t necessarily the 
issues it’s the amperage that causes the heat and build up. In the design phase that would 
have these people look at what this is building up to, when using a certain conduit, could be 
dangerous. Is there going to be an architect or engineer or somebody who is going to design 
this and determine the amperage? If you run that main line, is this going to be an architectural 
design or who is going to oversee that? 
 
Representative Koppleman: We were thinking class 1,2,3, circuit system. This is a lower 
electrician that will have to have understanding of the electrical code. Those heat coefficients. 
I’m not an electrician, we would have expected that of anyone who had an electrical license, 
that was something I was back and forth on.  
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Senator Kreun: In that context who would be the best person to decide that. Where does 
that overlap start? I don’t see any defined area. Where does it start and end? 
 
Representative Koppleman: I think we’re looking at two different parts here. Nothing in this 
bill is going to govern an IT person and how often they plug something in to a power strip.   
 
Senator Kreun: That’s not what I’m asking. You’re going to have a computer bank set up in 
a large home, all the lines that go to all the different places in the home. Where does that 
transition look like, where does it take over from the electrician to the power limited folks and 
how do we define that?  
 
Representative Koppleman: My understanding is that when it comes to data wiring, that 
really isn’t going to be effected by any version of, under current law the data guys aren’t 
under heat light and power. As in proposing amendments, those are the people that are doing 
nonelectrical. Once it becomes beyond cord and plug, their limitation is decided by statute, 
and once you remove voltage, class 1, 2 or 3 circuits. It does not say they can do any 
electrical work. The board would probably use the national electrical code to define whether 
or not it was a class 1, 2, or 3 circuit or not. Then they would say this person’s license is 
qualified but do they have the right training for this specific job. I don’t think it’s right in the 
law to define the niches. I think we’re enabling the board to license for this niche. We’re just 
trying to have a commonsense approach where we don’t take over anybody else’s industry 
but we fill a niche.  
 
Chairman Klein: That was my concert, we’re popping something in here at the last second 
that would affect those folks who filled the room last time.  
 
Representative Koppleman: My intent, has them exempted and defined as a non-electrical 
system. There is only one area where there would be an overlap and that would be in like an 
explosive area. This is tough to get your head around, it is my intent if the committee is 
inclined, to wait until the end of the week to get these amendments figured out.  
 
Chairman Klein: We’re usually generally willing.  
 
Brad Sanford, North Dakota resident: testified in support of the bill. The automation 
technician takes significant formal and field training; this is a separate trade from an 
electrician. But under today’s laws, they are governed the same. I design and enable some 
of the most advanced technological systems in the oil field but legally, I can’t do it without an 
electrician standing right next to me. The board has realized the issues with this. 1157 as 
amended meets both parties’ intentions. It outlines the previously listed trades as 
nonelectrical systems and allows those in the automation business to receive licenses, but 
still allow the North Dakota state electrical board, inspections in hazardous areas such as the 
oil field, which I strongly agree with. The work we do requires perfection. We should be 
inspected and held to a standard.   
 
40:58 Chairman Klein: I don’t know if you’ve seen the changes, or have heard what 
Representative Koppleman proposed, I think we feel for what you’re doing and are trying to 
make it work. What troubles me, is that the electrical board hasn’t reach out to you, we’re all 
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trying to get to the same spot. Folks that have been out there doing it for years and now we’re 
going to make them get an education.  
 
Brad: I’m one of those guys, where would I stand, could I pass a test? I don’t have any 
certificates.  
 
Chairman Klein: That does lead me to the even with the amendments. Board certifying, 
sometimes, boards do what they do and create hurdles. I know by putting it in here that’s 
kind of good but could also be kind of bad.  
 
Brad: I do like that it is vague and it should be up to the board to make changes.  
 
Chairman Klein: Do you work with the board? 
 
Brad: Yes 
 
Chairman Klein: And they’re easy to work with? 
 
Brad: I would say I have no problems. They’re very professional to deal with.  
 
Chairman Klein: If you were going to say there is something in the field that isn’t working 
right, we heard about an electrician sitter, is there anything that could be improved upon? 
 
Brad: This is a big deal, the term light heat and power is such a broad term. To define that 
better, that’s really up for interpretation there is a broad overreach.  
 
Chairman Klein: The safety record on your team? 
 
Brad: We’ve had a couple of guys cut fingers but other than that we have a clean record.  
 
Senator Burckhard: I fully appreciate the service you provide, you suggested because of 
the service you provide, the automated pipelines and wall head. The threshold in the oil field 
went from $45 to $25?  
 
Brad: Along with intelligent engineering, we’ve reduced the size of a well pad, and now 
because of our automation and modern day measuring methods, we can meter ten wells and 
put them into the same size facility. Which reduces the cost to build the facility by like millions 
of dollars. They pay a few hundred for automation and save three million dollars in facility.  
 
Bill Kalanek, Dakotas Chapter, National Electrical Contractors Association: We’re kind 
of on the fence we haven’t seen the amendments, we did initially support the bill in the house.  
 
James Schmidt, North Dakota Electrical Board: see attachment #2 for testimony in 
opposition to the bill. But providing we view the amendments, we may change.  
 
Chairman Klein: Tell us why you oppose it in its present form.  
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James: The original bill had the term low voltage in there, that means 600 volts or less. That 
was bad. If you look at the bill line 16, you can say that anything that’s got a wire through it 
requires power. Line 15, if you’re going to exempt an audio system, that won’t work. Like a 
theatre has a huge audio system. Visiting with Representative Koppleman, the intent was to 
exempt home audio systems, I get that. The same with video systems, computer networks. 
100 watts of power is a lot, now they are developing 200-watt cable. If to exempt it in home 
is okay, but in classified areas, special occupancies, one of the amendments before would 
call these out. I think there is hope here to do something, but like I said we don’t want to put 
voltage in there because that’s just more confusion, we don’t disagree that those guys are 
qualified.  
 
Chairman Klein: We want you guys to work this out. If there is an opportunity that’s what we 
want to do. We’re disappointed that the board can’t work this out amongst themselves. I’m 
just speculating that there are electricians that are concerned that a line is being crossed. Do 
we really need legislation? 
 
James: I visited with our attorney several times, he says that there’s no recourse, there’s no 
requirement for licensure and there’s no recourse for bad actors, so he felt that some sort of 
legislation is necessary.  
 
Chairman Klein: We need some kind of legislation so you guys know what to follow.  
 
James: We want to be reasonable.  
 
Chairman Klein: Closed the hearing on HB 1157.  
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Chairman Klein: Opened the committee work session on HB 1157.  
 
James Schmidt, Electricians Board: I’ve been working with Representative B. Koppleman 
on these amendments. They were dropped at legislative council this morning. This is just a 
word document of some of the changes we’d like to see. It’s actually our chapter 43-09. In 
my opinion it’s a short version of 2359. We visited with some of the players that had concerns 
with that previous bill. I visited with our attorney about this, his opinion is that he’s nervous 
about the unintended consequences of people that don’t know what’s going on with 1157, 
knowing that 2359 was turned into a study. see attachment #1 for proposed amendments to 
the bill.  
 
Chairman Klein: As we get this drafted, we’re gonna have a bill that most folks that were in 
opposition to the bill we turned into a study are not here and thought we killed the issue. 
That’s my concern. The study was an agreed upon compromise and we could reach both of 
the goals set by each side but now we have these huge amendments and they haven’t really 
been discussed.  
 
Senator Kreun: This is your chapter? Is it the whole chapter?  
 
James: Yes, it is. That basically needs to be adjusted to make it all fit. I like what we’ve done. 
But I don’t want to be accused of trying to sneak something in the eleventh hour. I just want 
to be open and upfront.   
 
Senator Kreun: Did the house kill our bill? 
 
Chairman Klein: I believe it passed as a may consider.  
 
Senator Roers: Are you suggesting we move this to a study as well?  
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James: Well if that’s what you want. If you study 2359, that’s the whole gamut. We were 
trying to grab the whole industry originally. So if you study that, I’m not going to suggest you 
kill that but they are really one in the same. But this is an amended version so it would be 
pointless to study both of them.  
 
Chairman Klein: Just for point of discussion, what qualifications would you be requiring for 
a power limited technician? What would be their hours of service?  
 
James: For the requirements, we had that trade association. It passed the house 81-10. To 
issue a power limited technician, the board will have to do certain endorsements. Because 
as you heard from some of the people testifying in 2359, doing that electrical work is from 
one end of the spectrum to the other. You have Trinspin who does home automation and 
then you have Brad Sanford who works out in the oil field doing automation in classified 
location explosive type. So what I was thinking was, when this moves forward, we’d have to 
do like a power limited electrician’s license with an endorsement. Because what they do is 
completely different. So you’d have to have different exams, different experience 
requirements. There is a lot to sort out. We can’t have 50 different power limited licenses but 
I think we could get it down to like four, five, or six. We could make it so you get an 
endorsement. I think we added the trade association.  
 
Chairman Klein: hold a valid tradesman certification? 
 
James: Yes, number 4, hold a valid tradesman certification. That’s wide open too, there are 
all kinds of kinds of things, and they are associated with certain categories of what they do. 
Or B possess necessary work experience and training approved by the board, by rule we’d 
have to come up with something. We talked about apprenticeship, I don’t know. That would 
have to be sorted out by rule.  
 
Senator Roers: This sounds like different endorsements for different types of class one 
licenses, or CDL licenses where you’ve got explosives, transporting people, you’ve got CDL 
licenses. You’ve got a whole bunch of different endorsements. If you do that, that makes 
sense. But who is going to monitor it. Right now we have a licensing department. Are you 
going to be the gatekeeper?  
 
James: Yes, that’s what we do now. We’d have to do programming. We have a reporting 
system. We’d have to change some content with our web manager. There are lots of create 
different tests, certifications.  
 
Senator Roers: But you’re capable of doing that, with the staff and everything?  
 
James: Yes, I did talk to our office manager earlier this week about that very thing. And if 
this would move forward this quickly, we’ll know what we need to do but I will tell you we’ll 
never get this done by August 1st when this law goes into effect.  
 
Chairman Klein: Well you have nine months since the pass date to craft rules.  
 
Senator Kreun: We had this room full when they testified on the senate bill. A lot of them 
ran out of time to testify. To implement a whole chapter without input from at least half of the 
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people it would involve. I would be skeptical of passing this through because there is a lot of 
information we’re all still asking for and it wasn’t clarified to a degree that I don’t feel 
comfortable putting in law. I would like to see the industry come together. To make this 
decision, I feel a little uncomfortable because I’m not a high or low voltage professional and 
to make this decision without their input, I can’t do that. That would be my feelings, my 
thought process.  
 
James: I agree. I think what we’ve done is a good thing, but I worry about just exactly what 
you said. On the first page number 7, we reference NEC code articles that end up in North 
Dakota law. I don’t even know if that’s appropriate, or should it say approved by the board? 
I don’t know those things. There’s those kinds of things to iron out too. Knowing that the 
national electrical code changes every three years.  
 
Chairman Klein: When all these people were here, the electrical board is the gorilla in the 
room because you’re the oversight. Can’t you sit down and figure out how to help all these 
guys without crafting legislation. We’ve scolded you for years about the fence building. Isn’t 
there something within your board’s ability to do something? 
 
James: I’ve asked out attorney that several times. We do have the ability to go inspect, but 
we don’t license, we have no recourse to make them fix any corrections or pay any fees or 
fines. We need that legislative authority to be able to section that group. The only control we 
have right now is the master electricians, the journeymen, and the Class B which can do all 
this stuff anyways.  
 
Chairman Klein: Does it have to be in code though, to pull the blue cable? Can’t you 
internally allow for the blue cable. Just a bit of frustration.  
 
James: I’ve had those same conversations with our lawyer and he’s just said we don’t have 
the authority to do that.  
 
Senator Roers: Doesn’t this bill give you that authority to create that new classification? And 
if so, getting the approval from the industry people that Senator Kreun is concerned about, 
wouldn’t that happen during the implementation process. Wouldn’t you work that out then? 
 
James: That is what we tried to do with 2359. We sent out notice to all of the agencies to try 
and get feedback about this. The utilities were always exempt. So we had it out there and 
then it’s like nobody heard of this.  
 
Chairman Klein: Well once it’s in code, it’s a lot harder to roll it all back. It will be a long time 
before we’re able to correct this.  
 
Senator Roers: Is this going to help you or hinder you? What I thought you said was you 
don’t have the authority to go out and create that classification as it sits as a study. With this, 
does it now give you the authority to go out and create that new class? 
 
James: To the limited authority listed there. So there’s code articles that relate to low voltage 
people, to list those in law. Number 7 is where we say as described to the board. This was 
that version you’re looking at was the fifth version yesterday. The NEC changes every three 
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years. It’s dangerous to do that in law when those code articles change so often. Well chapter 
8 is the data people. We’ve never looked at the data people because they aren’t electricians 
so we’ve never had the authority to. The only time we’d want to look at chapter 8 stuff was in 
the roughen stage for going through fireproof walls, etc.   
 
Chairman Klein: But you would have the authority to go home and start working on a 
classification that you would bring before the legislature next session? Whether we have the 
study or not, there will have to be a lot of information gathered. We had two people there 
liked the classification, but we’re not sure about the rest of them.  
 
Senator Kreun: This is something that is going to be advancing to a high degree over a long 
period of time. If we don’t get the input, I think it’s going to be a lot harder if we pass this and 
have to keep amending it. And now that we’ve got the attention, and bring those people to 
the table. You put little teeth that you have to be here in order to help design this particular 
industry. If we don’t do it right the first time it’s going to be a lot more difficult the second and 
third time.  
 
Senator Piepkorn: Every time we come back here there is a new set of amendments. I think 
it would be irresponsible of us to pass something, if we don’t all know exactly what we’re 
doing.  
 
Chairman Klein: All the effort that is being made to craft something.  
 
Bill Kalanek, Dakotas Chapter, National Electrical Contractors Association: I have not 
been privy to the amendments. We were comfortable with the study. Some efforts were made 
the previous interim. That’s where we’re at. I’d love to look at the amendments but at this 
point we haven’t.  
 
Chairman Klein: That’s my worry too, none of the folks have looked at it yet.  
 
Senator Roers: Do you normally weigh in on stuff like this? 
 
Bill: We’ve been very vocal. There is a pretty free flow of dialogue.  
 
Danette Welsh, ONEOK: Based on what Representative Koppleman brought in. we do 
probably agree with the approach of waiting and working with the board over the interim.  
 
Chairman Klein: Adjourned the meeting.  
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Chairman Klein: Opened the committee work session on HB 1157.  
 
Vice Chairman Vedaa: Moved a Do Not Pass.  
 
Senator Piepkorn: Seconded.  
 
Chairman Klein: I think we’ve had a lot of discussion on this bill. There has been valiant 
effort made to try to get to where we had hoped to be. Certainly we can try to work it out in 
conference committee but I think there’s enough folks that were in opposition and supported 
the study.  
 
Senator Roers: I know there is one section in here that deals with an issue that I am very 
close to so I would just encourage you to study that in the future.  
 
Chairman Klein: I think it’s been pointed out to the electrical board, I think there is flexibility 
within their rulemaking to be more flexible. During their next meeting I hope Mr. Schmidt will 
bring up our concerns and share with them.  
 
A Roll Call Vote Was Taken: 6 yeas, 0 nays, 0 absent.   
 
Motion Carried.  
 
Chairman Klein will carry the bill.  
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